
The Dash Miser Plus includes suction cup mounts, Velcro® pads 
and Universal “Z” Bracket to mount just about anywhere inside your vehicle.

The Dash Miser Plus is the lowest profile, most effective dash/deck strobe
flashing warning light specifically designed for interior vehicle use. Great
for supplementing other safety signals on emergency vehicles. The
slim, oval polycarbonate housing can be mounted with suction cups,
Velcro® pads or Universal “Z” bracket; all included with your purchase.
Mounts on the front dash, windshield, behind the mirror, onto visor
or headliner of most vehicles. Self-contained strobe features
exclusive CometFlash™, the most effective multiple flash
pattern on the road today. Strobe lamp and reflector assembly
provides up to four times more effective warning light 
intensity at a 60˚ angle. Purchase includes 8-foot cord/cigarette
plug, your choice of one or two lamp models and each 
individual lens available in your choice of color. Ship. wt. 3 lbs. 

AZ178

AZ177

Shown with
Windshield 
Suction 
Mount

Mounting Versatility

Adjustable 
Brackets

The Dash Miser Offers Mounting Versatility, Low Profile & High-Intensity Strobe

Specify individual lens color: any combination
AG458 Single Strobe Dash Miser $175.95
AG459 Dual Strobe Dash Miser $312.95

Dash Miser Plus

AZ177 Slimlighter™ LED Series $194.95 $245.95 $336.95
AZ178 Slimlighter™ Super-LED Series $322.95 $322.95 $322.95
AZ179 Bail Mounting Bracket $15.95

The Latest in Ultra Bright LED Dash, Deck,
and Windshield Lighting

Slimlighter™ Lights Long life. LED’s are rated for 100,000 hrs. of operation
because they have no glass or filaments to break
Low current consumption
Highly effective wide angle and straight on light output
Perfect size for windshield, dash, deck, or headliner
Clear outer lens, optional color lenses
21 selectable ScanLock™ flash patterns
Super-LED™ features built-in On/Off switch, 21 
selection pattern switch and 8' cord with cigar plug
Swivel bracket for permanent or suction cup mounting
Optional bail bracket
5-year Heavy Duty Professional warranty
Dimensions: 15/8"Hx163/8"Wx113/16"D
Lightweight polycarbonate housing with rounded 
corners is safer for use inside of the vehicle in the 
event of an accident or airbag activation

Specify color Red/Red Red/Blue Blue/Blue

LED X™ Dual Stack Exterior Light

ClearRedBlueAmber

Sealed and waterproof
Housing available in black or silver finish
Rust-proof, diecast aluminum housing
7 Flash Patterns including Steady-Burn
No color until illuminated
1/2 amp per module
Multiple mounting capabilities
Excellent perimeter light 
for vehicles
5"Lx31/4W"x1H"
Stacked Dual Head LED X™ 
Exterior Light - flashing
5-year warranty

Specify directional, 
wide, or vertical optics Red/Red Red/Blue Red/Amber Red/White
BA138 LED X™ Dual Stack 

Exterior Light $430.95 $430.95 $430.95 $430.95

BH019 XT3™ LED Interior/Exterior Lighthead $74.95
BH020 L Bracket $8.95
BH021 Universal License Bracket (Use w/1 or 2 XT3’s) $39.95

Specify color: Red, blue, amber, or white

XT3 Interior/Exterior Lighthead
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Designed for auxiliary or secondary warning lights
12 flash patterns
Shock Resistant and weather protected for exterior 
and interior use
Can be synchronized with other units
Unit completely self-contained
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